Winman Software India LLP, Mangaluru
Qualification
Designation and Job profile

and
Minimum Marks
(throughout)

Software Programmer – Products:
Job will be in areas relating to designing and development of software products. Will
be trained in areas relating to programming in Microsoft .NET Framework, Microsoft
Visual Studio, SQL server, ASP .NET, Microsoft VBA, Crystal Reports, JAVA script
etc. and will be responsible for planning User interface, Programming in

B.E, M.C.A, M.Sc.
75%

Presentation, Application and DATA tier. You will be trained in all the phases of
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).

Software Programmer:
Job will be in areas relating to designing and development of upcoming products.
Will be trained in areas relating to programming application software’s in VB.NET,
Microsoft SQL server, ASP.NET, and XML etc. and will be responsible for

B.E, M.C.A, M.Sc.
75%

Programming in Presentation, Application and DATA tier.

QA Engineer:
Candidates will be trained in software testing. They will be a part of software Quality
Assurance process and will also be responsible for implementation of policy and
procedures to reduce the 'defect rates' in the software. Knowledge of VB.net will be

B.E, M.C.A, M.Sc.
70%

an added advantage.

Software Developer:
Candidates will be trained for administration, Design, implementation, maintenance

B.E, M.C.A, M.Sc.

of SQL server databases and its services. Website scripting also has to be done

70%

using XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, AJAX, Crystal Reports etc.

Assistant Software Developer:
Will be assisting in administration, design, implementation, maintenance of SQL

Diploma; B.Sc.,

server databases and its services, If the candidate is having the required

B.C.A.

capabilities; will be trained in areas relating to designing, development, programming

70%

application software in VB.NET, SQL server, ASP.NET, XML etc.

QA Specialist:
Will be assisting in implementation of policy and procedures to reduce the 'defect
rates' in the Software; will be trained in software testing and will be part of Software

Diploma; B.Sc.,
B.C.A.
70%

QA process.

Tech specialist:
Will be responsible for purchasing, assembling and maintaining computer hardware

Any Diploma;

and software; Training will be given in the areas like PC management, server

B.Sc., B.C.A.

hardware management, server OS management, trouble shooting, network

60%

management, switch maintenance, printer maintenance, etc.

Creative Writer:
Writing user manual, brochures, e-book, text in the software etc. Candidates with
good hold over grammar, vocabulary and having a flair for writing will be preferred

Any degree
60%

System Admin Executive:
Will be responsible for purchasing, assembling and maintaining computer hardware

Diploma; B.Sc.,

and software; Training will be given in the areas like PC management, server

B.C.A.

hardware management, server OS management, trouble shooting, network

60%

management, switch maintenance, printer maintenance, etc.

CA Work Specialist:
Will be supporting the software development team in developing software modules
useful to CAs like Income Tax, wealth tax, service tax, GST, VAT, trial balance,

B.Com., B.B.M.

balance sheet, TDS, project report, accounting, payroll, etc. Support the client

70%

relation executive in resolving queries in the software; will be trained in all areas
handled by CAs like tax laws, accounting etc.

Accounts Executive:
Will be assisting in maintaining company accounts in tally, maintaining accounting
records, e-filing VAT and TDS returns, corresponding with Bank, vouching, checking
entries in accounting modules of company’s software; will be trained in all areas of

B.Com., B.B.M.
70%

accounting, tax and administrative matters.

HR Executive:
Will be assisting HR Manager in areas like recruitment, interview, assessment,

Any Qualification

motivation, etc. Candidates should have good aptitude for HR, good communication

70%

skills and fluency in English

Marketing Executives:
Sale of software by directly visiting CAs. Should give software training to the
customers and convince them to buy the software by highlighting the advantages

Any Qualification

and value of the software to the CAs. Candidates should possess very good

50%

communication skills, convincing ability, relationship building skills; Easy to achieve
targets; incentives paid in addition to attractive salary on the basis of performance.

Tele Marketing Executives:
Will be responsible for handling inbound queries from CAs for purchase of software;
should give software training to the customers and convince them to buy the
software by highlighting the advantages and value of the software to the CAs.
Candidates should possess very good communication skills, fluency in English,

Any Qualification
60%

convincing ability, relationship building skills; No targets; incentives paid in addition
to attractive salary on the basis of performance.

Communication Executive:
Will be handling customer queries and resolving them on phone, training the
customers in using the software; Will be trained in handling the customer queries,
software installation, using the software etc. Candidate should possess good

Any Qualification
60%

Communication skills, fluency in English.

System Admin Assistant:
Will be responsible for assistance in hardware like assembling and maintaining
computer hardware and software and will be trained in Hardware and software

Diploma /SSLC
50%

Note: ‘throughout’ indicates that the % marks in SSLC and Degree should be greater than the %
of marks mentioned in ‘Qualification and Minimum Marks (throughout)’ column.

